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IS A TAKING SOMETHING LOST OR SOMETHING GAINED?
CONTRASTING THE LOSS/GAIN FOCUS OF TAKINGS CASES IN THE
UNITED STATES AND AUSTRALIA

Duane L. Ostler*

I. INTRODUCTION

American takings law is loss oriented. The starting point of almost every takings case is the property owner and what he no longer has because of government action. The property owner is justifiably upset that he has lost something, and demands that government pay him for it. A property owner will never question whether this is the right focus. He simply assumes that “taking” means “loss.” How could it be otherwise?

This is especially true in the context of “regulatory takings,” which result when government action significantly diminishes property value without taking it. In this setting, American courts have focused on the loss or harm to the property owner—particularly on the degree of that loss—to determine whether a regulatory taking can even be found. As noted in Lingle v. Chevron U.S.A. Inc., each of the tests used by the courts to determine the existence of a regulatory taking “focuses directly upon the severity of the burden that government imposes upon private property rights.”

It can be argued that the word “taken” should not automatically mean loss. There are two sides to every story when property is taken; one side suffered a loss, but another presumably gained. Hence, “takings” pursuant to the Constitution could just as easily mean gain as loss. As one scholar noted, “[t]he concern for ‘fairness,’ that is the leitmotif of Penn Central, focuses on . . . deprivation. A true takings test would focus not on what the owner has been deprived of (except as a measure of just compensation), but rather on what the government has taken.”

While the United States has never embraced such a “gain” orientation in respect to takings, there is a country that has. That country is Australia. This is primarily true in the federal regulatory takings context, when courts must
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2. Id. at 539.
3. U.S. CONST. amend. V.
4. Steven J. Eagle, Property Tests, Due Process Tests and Regulatory Takings Jurisprudence, 2007 BYU L. REV. 899, 901 (urging the U.S. Supreme Court to adopt a “something gained” view of the Takings Clause, just like that in Australia, as described in this article).
determine whether an act of government should be classified as a “taking” or an “acquisition” as takings are commonly referred to in Australia. The Australian Commonwealth Acquisition Clause bears many similarities to the Takings Clause in the Fifth Amendment of the United States Constitution, and was fashioned to provide essentially the same protections of due process/just terms fairness, public use or purpose, and compensation.\footnote{U.S. CONST. amend. V. (The relevant portion of the Fifth Amendment reads: “... nor be deprived of life, liberty, or property without due process of law; nor shall private property be taken for public use, without just compensation.”); see AUSTRALIAN CONSTITUTION s. 51(xxxi) (“The Parliament shall ... have power to make laws ... with respect to ... the acquisition of property on just terms from any State or person for any purpose in respect of which the Parliament has power to make laws.”); see Duane L. Ostler, The Drafting of the Australian Commonwealth Acquisition Clause, 28(2) UNIV. TASMANIA L. REV. 211 (2009) [hereinafter Ostler, Acquisition Clause] (discussing how the Australian acquisition clause was similar to the Fifth Amendment and was designed to provide essentially the same protections). However, some scholars have argued that the two clauses are radically different, and that the Australian clause was not derived from the Fifth Amendment. See, e.g., Simon Evans, Property and the Drafting of the Australian Constitution, 29 FED. L. REV. 121, II.C. (2001); see also PATRICK H. LANE, A MANUAL OF AUSTRALIAN CONSTITUTIONAL LAW 160 (4th ed. 1987).} However, in recent years, Australian courts have focused on the “gain” element of the equation, rather than the loss or deprivation to the property owner.\footnote{P.J. Magennis v Commonwealth (1949) 80 CLR 382, 402 (Austl.).} For a taking to even be found by the Australian High Court, there must be a gain to someone from the government action.\footnote{Interestingly, the party receiving the gain does not have to be the government, see LANE, supra note 5, at 163 (“[T]he precise acquirer or use of the subject property is not specified by s. 51(xxxi); hence that acquirer or user need not be the Commonwealth or its agency.”). The Australian High Court case espoused this rule in P.J. Magennis in 1949.}

This article compares and contrasts the loss orientation of American takings law with the gain orientation of Australian takings law, primarily in respect to regulatory takings. It begins by tracing the evolution of the loss orientation for regulatory takings in United States’ courts. Next, will be a discussion of the opposite approach as it has developed in the Australian High Court in recent years. Finally, a comparison of the strengths and weaknesses of the two approaches will be analyzed.

As these strengths and weaknesses are reviewed, it will be seen that the “loss” orientation is derived from a “rights” orientation of protecting individual property rights. This is essentially classical liberalism. The “gain” orientation is based on what is best for society, even at the expense of individual rights. This is essentially classical republicanism. Because of the risk of loss of individual rights from the “gain” approach, the “loss” approach is still probably the better of the two approaches. Although it is somewhat inefficient and costly, this approach better preserves individual freedoms.

It should be noted at the outset that this article will focus on federal constitutional rather than state constitutional takings clauses in each country. In America today, the standards and tests applied by the federal courts in respect to regulatory takings are dominant, since state courts must follow such standards.\footnote{See Duane L. Ostler, A Case of Non-identical Twins—Comparing the Evolution of Acquisition Law in Australia and the United States, 10 CANBERRA L. REV. 66, 68 (2011) [hereinafter Ostler, Non-identical Twins].} The federal tests apply equally to takings by the federal government and takings by the states, since under the “incorporation doctrine,” Fifth Amendment Takings
Clause is applied directly to the states through the Fourteenth Amendment. In Australia, only takings by the federal or Commonwealth government, including regulatory takings, are subject to the Australian Takings Clause. The individual states do not have constitutional takings protections, and the takings standards established by the federal constitution do not apply to the states as they do in the United States. Takings at the state level (including regulatory takings) are controlled almost exclusively by legislation. Notwithstanding this difference, the highest federal courts in both countries have faced nearly the same questions regarding interpretation of the federal takings clause in respect to regulatory takings. In particular, the highest courts in both countries have had to decide whether to use the “something lost” or “something gained” approach to identify the existence of regulatory takings.

II. THE AMERICAN LOSS ORIENTATION

From the days of the founding, it was understood that state and federal takings clauses were designed to protect private citizens from losses at the hands of government. The focus was on individual rights and protection of those rights. Indeed, the various takings clauses were always to be found embedded within the federal and state bills and declarations of rights. When takings are considered from the perspective of protection of individual rights, it is only natural that a loss orientation in favor of the property owner will result. Mr. Sergeant, an attorney for the plaintiff, stated in the 1820 Supreme Court case of Satterlee v. Matthewson, “the fifth Amendment, restricting the exercise of the power of the eminent domain . . . ought always to be liberally construed in favor of the rights of the citizen.”

Because of this individual rights orientation, the Supreme Court cases which addressed the issue of whether takings were to have a loss or gain orientation have almost universally spoken in terms of loss. One of the earliest examples of this was the 1871 case of Pumpelly v. Green Bay Co. In Pumpelly, a dam owner maintained that he had no liability for flooding damage to adjacent property caused
by the building of his dam.\textsuperscript{17} He especially relied on the fact that nothing was taken from his neighbor, arguing that “there is no taking of the land within the meaning of the constitutional provision,”\textsuperscript{18} since there were only consequential damages to the neighbor, and no physical property was appropriated. The court refused to buy this argument, noting:

It would be a very curious and unsatisfactory result, if in construing a provision of constitutional law, always understood to have been adopted for protection and security to the rights of the individual as against the government . . . that if the government refrains from the absolute conversion of real property to the uses of the public it can destroy its value entirely, can inflict irreparable and permanent injury to any extent, can, in effect, subject it to total destruction without making any compensation, because, in the narrowest sense of that word, it is not taken for the public use.\textsuperscript{19}

This statement highlights the idea, now commonly accepted in the United States, that a regulation can, by itself, affect a taking. Ever since that time, \textit{Pumpelly} has been cited as one of the first recognitions of regulatory takings.\textsuperscript{20} Hence, even where physical property is not taken or acquired, a taking can occur based solely on the loss to the property owner.\textsuperscript{21} The Court refused to hold that a taking could not occur unless something was “gained.”\textsuperscript{22} Accordingly, the rights orientation of the takings protection trumped any notion that “something gained” should be just as important, or more important, than “something lost.”\textsuperscript{23} Indeed, elsewhere in its opinion the Court concluded that if something had to be gained in order for a taking to occur, the takings clause “would become an instrument of oppression rather than protection to individual rights.”\textsuperscript{24}

The private rights orientation of takings prevailed into the next century. The presumption was so powerful that “takings” only meant losses that the 1943 case of \textit{United States ex rel. Tennessee Valley Authority v. Powelson} spoke of the concept solely in respect to compensation:\textsuperscript{25} “[W]hile it is the owner’s loss, not the taker’s gain, which is the measure of compensation for the property taken, not all losses suffered by the owner are compensable under the Fifth Amendment.”\textsuperscript{26} The very

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{17} \textit{Id.} at 177.
  \item \textsuperscript{18} \textit{Id.}
  \item \textsuperscript{19} \textit{Id.} at 177–78.
  \item \textsuperscript{21} \textit{Pumpelly}, 80 U.S. at 177–78.
  \item \textsuperscript{22} \textit{Id.}
  \item \textsuperscript{23} \textit{Id.} at 177.
  \item \textsuperscript{24} \textit{Id.} at 179.
  \item \textsuperscript{25} 319 U.S. 266 (1943).
  \item \textsuperscript{26} \textit{Id.} at 281 (citations omitted). This concept was most recently expressed in \textit{Brown v. Legal Found. of Washington}, 538 U.S. 216, 235–36 (2003).
\end{itemize}
next sentence offered an interesting clarification: "In absence of a statutory mandate the sovereign must pay only for what it takes, not for opportunities which the owner may lose." The intent of these statements was to generally avoid compensating for consequential damages. However, by linking the concept to what the government took rather than just what the property owner directly lost, the Court came very close to acknowledging a gain orientation as the focus in regulatory takings cases.

In other takings cases over the ensuing years, the United States Supreme Court would occasionally make similar comments regarding how "gain" rather than "loss" could potentially be the basis of a takings claim, and particularly that this could be the tool courts could use to identify the existence of a regulatory taking. Although, the idea was mentioned once in awhile, it was never taken seriously. An example can be seen in the 1945 case of United States v. General Motors Corp. At issue was a government takeover of a lease during World War II. The Court noted:

In its primary meaning, the term "taken" would seem to signify something more than destruction, for it might well be claimed that one does not take what he destroys. But the construction of the phrase has not been so narrow. The courts have held that the deprivation of the former owner rather than the accretion of a right or interest to the sovereign constitutes the taking.

The Court then once more linked the concept of "loss" or "gain" in takings to regulation, noting that "Governmental action short of acquisition of title or occupancy has been held, if its effects are so complete as to deprive the owner of all or most of his interest in the subject matter, to amount to a taking." Whether the property owner suffered a "destruction" or mere "harm" to his property, the Court maintained a private rights-oriented loss interpretation in respect to regulatory takings.

The 1946 case of United States v. Causby highlighted the issue once again. In this case, a property owner sued under the Fifth Amendment for harm caused to his chicken farm due to low flying military aircraft; apparently, the chickens were so...

27. Id. at 281–82 (citing United States v. Miller, 317 U.S. 369, 376 (1943)).
28. Consequential damages bear a very close relationship to regulatory takings, and indeed it is often hard to tell them apart. The majority rule in the United States is against compensation in such cases. See 26 AM. JUR. 2D § 211 (2004) ("[A]s a general rule, in the absence of a constitutional or statutory provision to the contrary, a . . . governmental agency is not liable to an abutting owner for consequential damages resulting from the grading or changing of the grade of the street or highway in front of his or her premises."). However, in early American history, compensation was sometimes given in such cases, in circumstances that would probably more closely resemble the regulatory takings of today. See Kobach, supra note 20, at 1225.
29. 323 U.S. 373 (1945).
30. Id. at 374–75.
31. Id. at 378.
32. Id.
33. Id.
34. 328 U.S. 256 (1946).
upset at the noise that they refused to lay eggs. Similar to *Pumpelly*, the government naturally pointed out that there was no physical taking of property, and that it had gained nothing since all flights were within the legal minimum height restrictions of the day. The Court disagreed, finding that an “invasion” of the land was sufficient to justify a taking, including the invasion of air shock waves. However, it was once again the loss to the property owner rather than any gain (or lack thereof) that determined the outcome of the case.

In the 1949 case of *Kimball Laundry Co. v. United States*, the Court stated “[b]ecause gain to the taker . . . may be wholly unrelated to the deprivation imposed upon the owner, it must also be rejected as a measure of public obligation [i.e., compensation] to requite for that deprivation.” This was a physical taking of a laundry during World War II on a temporary basis and the previous statement obviously reiterates the rule from *Tennessee Valley Authority*, discussed above, that compensation is to be based on the property owner’s loss, rather than the government’s gain. In essence, the Court recognized the significantly different results that can occur if gain is the focus, rather than loss. But the “gain/loss” question was again considered only in respect to compensation.

The 1962 case of *Goldblatt v. Town of Hempstead* described how the “gain/loss” question intersected with the state’s police power. In this case, the town of Hempstead, New York, enacted an ordinance that essentially stopped a mining operation. The mine owner naturally sued, arguing that the ordinance constituted a taking. The Supreme Court disagreed, noting that the ordinance was a protective measure for the health and safety of the town’s residents under the police power. The Court stated:

The power which the States have of prohibiting such use by individuals of their property as will be prejudicial to the health, the morals, or the safety of the public, is not . . . burdened with the condition that the State must compensate such individual owners for pecuniary losses they may sustain, by reason of their not being permitted, by a noxious use of their property, to inflict injury upon the community.

---

35. *Id.* at 256–59.
36. *Id.* at 260.
37. *Id.* at 265–66.
38. *Id.*
40. *Id.* at 5.
41. *Id.* at 3, 5.
42. *Id.* at 13.
43. *Id.*
44. 369 U.S. 590 (1962).
45. *Id.* at 590–91.
46. *Id.*
47. *Id.* at 592.
48. *Id.* at 593.
In so saying, the Court tacitly admitted that a gain had occurred—a gain of increased safety and health of the citizenry. In this general social gain, not a gain of an identifiable property interest or proprietary right. In such cases, the gain not only outweighs the property owner’s loss, but also justifies the denial of all compensation.

The Court was simply expressing the concept that abatement of a nuisance under the state’s police power is not a compensable taking. This was not a new holding—similar findings had occurred in a number of cases since the 1800s. However, as Professor David Thomas noted, in earlier years:

[T]he police power was used mainly for the suppression of nuisance-causing activities that adversely affected public interests. In more recent generations, some have come to accept police power exercises to achieve a much wider range of social benefits. This more aggressive use of police power has naturally led to a much wider range of property interests being “taken” by regulation and supposedly not entitled to compensation. It may be fairly said that virtually all regulatory takings controversies today are generated by attempts to use police power in the modern, expanded fashion.

Indeed, the Court in Goldblatt acknowledged that extending the nuisance rule of no compensation to other regulatory contexts was questionable. Retreating from the strict rule of no compensation in all state police power cases by noting that there were times of significant loss in which compensation still may be required in such a case. The Court stated “this is not to say, however, that governmental action in the form of regulation cannot be so onerous as to constitute a taking which constitutionally requires compensation. There is no set formula to determine where regulation ends and taking begins.”

The famous 1978 case of Penn Central Transportation Co. v. New York City expounded further on this concept. Citing Goldblatt, the Court noted: “because the restriction served a substantial public purpose, the Court thus held no taking had occurred. It is, of course, implicit in Goldblatt that a use restriction on real

49. Id.
50. Goldblatt, 369 U.S. at 593.
51. Id.
52. Id.
53. See, e.g., Fertilizing Co. v. Hyde Park, 97 U.S. 659 (1878) (no compensation when a law shut down fertilizer company); Mugler v. Kansas, 123 U.S. 623 (1887) (no compensation when an anti-liquor law shut down pre-existing brewery); Gardner v. Michigan, 199 U.S. 325 (1905) (no compensation for the loss of garbage business due to new ordinance); Chicago & Alton R.R. v. Tranbarger, 238 U.S. 67 (1915) (no compensation when the railroad was required to eliminate open drains next to tracks).
55. Goldblatt, 369 U.S. at 594.
56. Id.
57. Id. at 594 (citations omitted).
property may constitute a ‘taking’ if not reasonably necessary to the effectuation of a substantial public purpose. 59 Hence, the Court re-emphasized the importance of a bona fide social welfare gain in takings cases involving the police power and abatement of a nuisance. 60 Where a law claims to be for a legitimate social purpose, but in actuality is not, a taking will certainly be found. 61 Societal gain is an essential element in police power/nuisance cases, and can sometimes be enough to justify a taking with no compensation. 62

Analyzing the facts at hand, the Court noted that New York City legitimately accomplished only its police power goals in preventing the plaintiff from building above Grand Central Station, but gained nothing else:

[T]he Landmarks Law neither exploits appellants’ parcel for city purposes nor facilitates nor arises from any entrepreneurial operations of the city. The situation is not remotely like that in Causby where the airspace above the property was in the flight pattern for military aircraft. The Landmarks Law’s effect is simply to prohibit appellants or anyone else from occupying portions of the airspace above the Terminal, while permitting appellants to use the remainder of the parcel in a gainful fashion. This is no more an appropriation of property by government for its own uses than is a zoning law prohibiting, for “aesthetic” reasons, two or more adult theaters within a specified area, or a safety regulation prohibiting excavations below a certain level. 63

However, the Court acknowledged that this was not a pure case of abatement of a nuisance in which no compensation would be given. 64 Rather, at issue were historic preservation and aesthetics. 65 Hence, even though social gain by the government justified the taking, a compensable taking could still be found if the loss or harm to the property owner were great enough. 66 The Court stated that, “We now must consider whether the interference with appellants’ property is of such a magnitude that ‘there must be an exercise of eminent domain and compensation to sustain [it].’” 67 Hence, once again, the traditional loss orientation relating to individual rights was recognized as the basis of takings law in America. 68 The majority in Penn Central concluded that the loss was not great enough to find a taking, although a strong dissent concluded otherwise. 69

59. Id. at 127.
60. Id.
61. Id. at 124–26.
62. Id. at 138.
63. Id. at 135 (citations omitted).
64. Penn Central, 438 U.S. at 136–38.
65. Id.
66. Id.
67. Id. at 136 (citing Pennsylvania Coal Co. v. Mahon, 260 U.S. 393, 413 (1922)).
68. Id. at 136–38.
69. Id. at 135–53.
In 1980, issues related to “gain” versus “loss” surfaced again in the case of Agins v. City of Tiburon.\(^{70}\) The landowner in this case contended that, on its face, a new zoning ordinance was an unconstitutional taking since it limited what he could do with his land.\(^{71}\) The takings claim at issue was therefore a “facial challenge” to the entirety of the ordinance, rather than an “as applied” challenge to the law only as applied to a particular property.\(^{72}\) The Court refused to recognize a taking noting that, “[t]he determination that governmental action constitutes a taking is, in essence, a determination that the public at large, rather than a single owner, must bear the burden of an exercise of state power in the public interest.”\(^{73}\) Hence, once more the focus was one of balancing losses and gains, as contrasted between society at large and the private property owner.\(^{74}\) This point was emphasized by the Court’s holding that a zoning law would constitute a taking if it did not “substantially advance legitimate state interests, or denies an owner economically viable use of his land.”\(^{75}\) The first clause focuses on societal gain; the second on private loss.\(^{76}\) The fascinating aspect of this statement was the use of the word “or” which allowed courts to focus either on gain or loss as the orientation in finding a taking. This dual approach remained for 25 years, at least in zoning cases, until Lingle clarified the issue by eliminating the gain orientation.\(^{77}\)

The 1981 case of Hodel v. Virginia Surface Mining & Reclamation Ass’n dealt once more with the connection between facial takings challenges and loss/gain in the takings context.\(^{78}\) The Court noted that since no specific property was identified as being harmed, the claimant had only presented a facial challenge to a law which restricted its ability to pursue coal mining in Virginia.\(^{79}\) Any “as applied” test, regarding how the law impacted specific property, was not ripe for review since the landowner had not exhausted his potential state remedies.\(^{80}\) The Court stated that in a facial takings challenge the only test was the loss-oriented one, determining whether the law “denies an owner economically viable use of his land.”\(^{81}\) Obviously missing was the alternative gain-oriented test given in Agins; that a taking could also be found if the law did not substantially advance a legitimate state interest.\(^{82}\) The omission was apparently purposeful, since the Court had

\(^{70}\) 447 U.S. 255 (1980).
\(^{71}\) Id. at 258.
\(^{72}\) Id.
\(^{73}\) Id. at 260.
\(^{74}\) Id.
\(^{75}\) Id. (citations omitted). The “substantially advances” concept was greatly expanded in the exactions context by the cases of Nollan v. California Coastal Comm’n, 483 U.S. 825 (1987) and Dolan v. City of Tigard, 512 U.S. 374 (1994). In both cases, the United States Supreme Court held that there was no taking when a local government required a developer to give a portion of his land for a public easement, as long as it was roughly proportionate to the negative impact of the development.
\(^{76}\) Agins, 447 U.S. at 260.
\(^{79}\) Id. at 295–96.
\(^{80}\) Id.
\(^{81}\) Id. at 296.
\(^{82}\) Id. at 295–96.
handed down *Agins* only the year before. In fact, *Agins* was cited as the source of the single loss-oriented facial takings test with the “substantially advances” language omitted. The reason, as suggested years later in *Lingle*, was probably because the “substantially advances” test was to be limited to the zoning context.

At any rate, by asserting only the “loss” test in facial takings, the Court indicated that a facial takings challenge required a showing that the law literally created a total loss to every property owner it touched in order to be found unconstitutional! This is an almost impossible standard to meet. Not surprisingly, the Court decided that because “the Act does not, on its face, prevent beneficial use of coal-bearing lands” for other potential purposes, the coal company’s challenge failed the facial test. It should be noted that the three “harm-based” tests for a regulatory taking in *Penn Central* are “as applied” tests, in which the law “as applied” to the property owner is said to constitute a taking.

The 1982 case of *Loretto v. Teleprompter Manhattan CATV Corp.* added a new twist to the question of whether to focus on “losses” or “gains” in determining if a taking has occurred. The issue was whether a taking occurred upon the installation of “about 36 feet of cable one-half inch in diameter and two 4’ x 4’ x 4’ metal boxes” which altogether occupied “only about one-eighth of a cubic foot of space.” The Court established a “per se” rule that any permanent physical invasion such as this, no matter how small, constituted a taking. Justice Blackmun in his dissent pointed out that this new rule flew in the face of recent takings holdings such as *Penn Central*, which examined takings from a loss oriented, harm-based standard. Indeed, as Blackmun pointed out, there was hardly any loss suffered by the property owner here. Hence, *Loretto* stands for the proposition that in a pure regulatory taking context the harm must be substantial. However, where an actual physical invasion occurs, no matter how small, the loss or harm can be very slight. This suggests that the real basis for finding a taking here was the government’s gain of even a small physical area, rather than the property owner’s loss. Accordingly, *Loretto* was a rare, recent United States Supreme

---

83. *Id.* at 264.
84. *Hodel*, 452 U.S. at 295.
86. *Hodel*, 452 U.S. at 295-96.
87. *Id.* at 296.
88. 544 U.S. at 538-39. The tests from *Penn Central*, as summarized in *Lingle*, are: (1) the economic impact of the regulation on the property owner, and particularly (2) the degree to which the regulation interfered with the property owner’s “distinct, investment-backed expectations,” plus (3) the “character of the governmental action,” as to whether it approached a physical invasion of land, or was an attempt to adjust “the benefits and burdens of economic life to promote the common good. *Id.*
89. 458 U.S. 419 (1982).
90. *Id.* at 443.
91. *Id.* at 436-37.
92. *Id.* at 444.
93. *Id.* at 433-44.
94. *Id.* at 426-27.
96. *Id.*
Court case without a strong "loss" orientation because of the physical nature of the taking.\textsuperscript{97}

The general rule that takings in the United States are based on losses rather than gains was stated in the 1984 case of \textit{Ruckelshaus v. Monsanto Co.}\textsuperscript{98} Indeed, this is probably the clearest statement ever made by the United States Supreme Court to this effect.\textsuperscript{99} In this case, the owner of certain trade secrets was required to disclose them to the EPA in order to obtain a government license.\textsuperscript{100} When the EPA indicated that it intended to publicly disclose the trade secrets, the owner brought a takings claim.\textsuperscript{101} The Court found that trade secrets were indeed property, and that some of them were taken, mandating compensation.\textsuperscript{102} In its opinion, the Court stated:

\begin{quote}

The question of what constitutes a "taking" is one with which this Court has wrestled on many occasions. \textit{It has never been the rule that only governmental acquisition or destruction of the property of an individual constitutes a taking}, for "courts have held that the deprivation of the former owner rather than the accretion of a right or interest to the sovereign constitutes the taking. Governmental action short of acquisition of title or occupancy has been held, if its effects are so complete as to deprive the owner of all or most of his interest in the subject matter, to amount to a taking."\textsuperscript{103}
\end{quote}

Notwithstanding this clear statement of an exclusive "loss" orientation in all takings cases, the very next year the Supreme Court stated as one of its reasons for not finding a taking that "the United States has taken nothing for its own use."\textsuperscript{104} The case was \textit{Connolly v. Pension Benefit Guaranty Corp.}, and at issue was a penalty to employers who withdrew from pension plans.\textsuperscript{105} The penalty was not found to be a taking.\textsuperscript{106} The Court made no further comments on the gain/loss issue.\textsuperscript{107} Seven years later in another pension case in which no taking was found, this statement was again quoted, but once again there was no discussion of losses or gains as the means to identify takings.\textsuperscript{108}

\begin{thebibliography}{10}
\bibitem{97} Id.
\bibitem{98} 467 U.S. 986 (1984).
\bibitem{99} Id.
\bibitem{100} Id. at 998.
\bibitem{101} Id. at 999.
\bibitem{102} Id. at 1002-03.
\bibitem{103} Id. at 1004-05 (citing United States v. General Motors Corp., 323 U.S. 373, 378 (1945)) (emphasis added).
\bibitem{104} 475 U.S. 211 (1986).
\bibitem{105} Id.
\bibitem{106} Id.
\bibitem{107} Id.
\bibitem{108} Concrete Pipe & Prods. of Cal., Inc. v. Constr. Laborers Pension Trust for S. Cal., 508 U.S. 602 (1993). Gain from the government was identified as being "merely incidental" to the regulatory scheme, and had no bearing on the takings question. \textit{Id.} Interestingly, in Eastern Enters. v. Apfel, 524 U.S. 498 (1998), the Court summarized both \textit{Connolly} and \textit{Concrete Pipe}, and seemed to think it significant that in both cases "the government had not occupied or destroyed the employer's property." \textit{Id.} at 528. This statement was apparently
\end{thebibliography}
The 2005 *Lingle* case strongly emphasized the harm-based “loss” orientation of American takings cases. The Court noted that each of the regulatory takings tests used by the Court over the years “focuses directly upon the severity of the burden that government imposes upon private property rights.” The Court ruled that the “substantially advances” test from *Agins* is a due process test, not a takings test, therefore it has no place in a takings analysis. Hence, no longer could courts choose between a gain orientation in determining the existence of a regulatory taking based on whether the law substantially advanced a legitimate state interest. This solidified the concept that American regulatory takings jurisprudence is entirely loss oriented. The Court expounded by noting the “substantially advances” formula suggests a means-ends test: “It asks, in essence, whether a regulation of private property is effective in achieving some legitimate public purpose... such a test is not a valid method of discerning whether private property has been ‘taken’ for purposes of the Fifth Amendment.”

The Court explained its reasoning, stating that “[i]nstead of addressing a challenged regulation’s effect on private property, the ‘substantially advances’ inquiry probes the regulation’s underlying validity.” The “validity” referred to is nothing more or less than the question of whether there is a legitimate, constitutionally acceptable gain, while the “effect on property” is the loss. However, the Court left intact the rule that there was no taking in cases of abatement of nuisances under the police power in order to obtain a social welfare gain. No taking will be found in nuisance cases “except... [where] ‘background principles of nuisance and property law’ independently restrict the owner’s intended use of the property.”

In sum, the United States Supreme Court has repeatedly emphasized the “loss” element as essential in all regulatory takings. While a gain orientation has sometimes been suggested as an alternative, the loss orientation has always won out in the end. A regulatory taking will be found if the loss to the property from the government action is great enough. This point is derived from the individual rights orientation of the Fifth and Fourteenth Amendments. Where the takings clause is seen primarily as a protection of individual rights, a loss orientation is an
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unavoidable consequence. However, the strong loss orientation does not apply in respect to physical takings. Where very small amounts of physical property are taken and therefore little loss to the property owner occurred, a taking may still be found.

III. THE AUSTRALIAN COMPARISON

The Australian High Court has acknowledged the similarities between the Australian Takings Clause and that of the United States Constitution. The Australian Takings Clause is found at sec 51(xxxi) of the Australian Constitution, and states that Parliament shall have power to make laws with respect to “the acquisition of property on just terms from any State or person for any purpose in respect of which the Parliament has power to make laws.” Although the wording is clearly different from the Fifth Amendment—being expressed as a grant of power rather than as a restriction on power—the intended scope of the clause was far more similar than one might think at first. In spite of its expression as a grant of power, the context shows that Edmund Barton, who proposed the clause, was far more interested in defining limits to the eminent domain power than providing an explicit grant of the power. Indeed, he and many others at the convention never doubted the government’s inherent power to take. The Australian Constitutional Convention had discussed, and rejected, a proposed due process clause. Hence, Barton knew that his proposed takings clause could not contain the words “due process.” But, he also believed that any meaningful takings protection needed an effective fairness element; therefore, he inserted the phrase “just terms” to mean essentially the same thing as due process in the takings context. Compensation was not mentioned, but was understood to be an essential element. The “public use” protection was worded differently, as the necessity for
a public "purpose." However, the context shows that the Australian founders had nearly the same intent with this part of the clause as the Fifth Amendment. Hence, both the Australian and American takings clauses contain the basic three takings protections—fairness (due process or just terms), public use and compensation.

Early High Court cases interpreting the acquisition clause universally followed the pattern then existing in the United States; takings occurred where there was a loss to the property owner, rather than a gain by the Commonwealth or a third party. Verbiage in the 1948 case of Bank of New South Wales v Commonwealth indicated that—just as in the U.S.—not only could the loss of physical property be classified as a taking, but a regulation which diminished property rights could be as well. Justice Dixon stated:

> s. 51 (xxxii.) is not to be confined pedantically to the taking of title by the Commonwealth to some specific estate or interest in land recognized at law or in equity and to some specific form of property in a chattel or chose in action similarly recognized, but that it extends to innominate and anomalous interests and includes the assumption and indefinite continuance of exclusive possession and control for the purposes of the Commonwealth of any subject of property.

Justice Dixon summed up this view by noting that the Australian Commonwealth takings clause "provides the individual or the State . . . a protection against governmental interferences with his proprietary rights without just recompense." Just as in America, the focus was on the protection of individual rights. With this idea in mind, regulatory takings were naturally seen as loss oriented, just as in the United States.

However, starting in the early 1980s, the focus of the Australian High Court in takings cases became one of gain, rather than loss. The first such case to make this proposal was the 1983 case of Commonwealth v Tasmania, sometimes known as the "Tasmanian Dam" case. At issue was whether the Commonwealth’s denial of the State of Tasmania’s proposed construction of a dam in a state park constituted a taking. A majority of the justices said that no taking had occurred, primarily
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because—in spite of how much the State of Tasmania claimed it lost from not being able to build its dam—neither the federal government nor anyone else had gained any "proprietary right." There was a strong dissent from Justice Deanne, who noted that the power to prevent a proposed project "can constitute a valuable asset." He then pointed out:

[T]he Commonwealth has . . . obtained the benefit of a prohibition, which the Commonwealth alone can lift . . . the practical effect of the benefit obtained by the Commonwealth is that the Commonwealth can ensure, by proceedings for penalties and injunctive relief if necessary, that the land remains in the condition which the Commonwealth, for its own purposes, desires to have conserved. In these circumstances, the obtaining by the Commonwealth of the benefit acquired under the Regulations is properly to be seen as a purported acquisition of property for a purpose in respect of which the Parliament has power to make laws.

Justice Deane’s comments highlighted the issue of social welfare gain, which was sometimes mentioned in the American cases. After all, by definition, any time government feels it is important enough to take an action that limits a property owner’s rights, it must have had some motivation (some gain) for doing so. The question was whether a police power/social welfare type of gain should be a factor in determining the existence of a regulatory taking. What was significant was the High Court’s conclusion in this case that social gain is no gain at all, by the government or anyone else.

The High Court struggled with the “gain/loss” issue again in the 1994 case of Georgiadis v Australian and Overseas Telecommunications Corp. In this case, a new law effectively took away a claimant’s right to bring a worker’s compensation suit. There was much discussion on the High Court regarding whether a “proprietary right” had been gained, especially in light of the government’s
argument that the right to sue was merely extinguished, and no one had "gained" it. A majority of the Court (including Justice Deane) determined that a taking had indeed occurred, since the government had gained the money it otherwise would have had to pay in a worker's compensation claim. Hence, the gain was quantified, rather than characterized as a social welfare gain. Since a proprietary right had been gained, a taking had occurred. Thus, the Court stuck precariously to the "gain of a proprietary right" argument. In wording similar to that of United States v. General Motors Corp., the Court stated:

"Taking" directs attention to whether there has been a divesting, a question which is answered by looking to the position of the person who claims that he has been deprived of his property. On the other hand, "acquisition" directs attention to whether something is or will be received. If there is a receipt, there is no reason why it should correspond precisely with what was taken. That is particularly so with "innominate and anomalous interests."

The reference to "innominate and anomalous interests" is taken, of course, from Justice Dixon's statement in Bank of New South Wales v Commonwealth, and refers to regulatory takings. This statement highlights better than any other the semantic nature of the issue. The words "take" or "taking" tend to bring to mind the concept of a forced transfer between parties, with emphasis on the loss of the one losing the property. The words "acquire" or "acquisition" tend to bring to mind some form of gain by the one receiving the property. Hence, the fact the Fifth Amendment used the word "taken" and s. 51(xxxi) used the word "acquisition" has apparently had an impact on how reviewing courts have dealt with takings in each country.

The majority in Georgiadis was well aware of the fine line it was drawing in deciding the case as it did. Indeed, the Court acknowledged that, similar to balancing tests used in the United States to find a regulatory taking based on the severity of the loss, there was an undeniable element of "ad hoc" balancing in finding a regulatory taking based on gain. The majority stated:
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One consequence of s. 51(xxxi)’s operation through characterization and concern with substance is that there will inevitably be borderline cases in which the question whether a law bears the distinct character of a law with respect to the acquisition of property . . . is finely balanced. The present is such a case. On balance, we have reached the conclusion that [this case] does possess such a distinct character.\textsuperscript{168}

The dissenters point out the inconsistencies in the majority’s position, particularly in maintaining that something was “gained.”\textsuperscript{169} In his comments, Justice Toohey acknowledged the close parallels between the approach that something was gained or something was lost.\textsuperscript{170} He said:

No doubt the defendant has benefited from the operation of s.44 of the Act in that a person in the position of the plaintiff can no longer recover damages for non-economic loss. But that falls far short of saying that there was an acquisition of property by the defendant. The dichotomy between extinguishment and acquisition cannot be pressed too far; the two are not necessarily incompatible.\textsuperscript{171}

The “something gained–something lost” debate continued to surface in subsequent Australian High Court cases.\textsuperscript{172} The parties in takings cases were aware of the prior case law which said that some proprietary right had to be acquired in order for a taking to be found.\textsuperscript{173} Those who asserted a taking, therefore, were always able to come up with some kind of “gain” to the government, while the government always argued lack of any gain, usually citing the “Tasmanian Dam” case as support.\textsuperscript{174} The Court was left to decide whether the asserted “gain” was really the type of gain that made a difference in the regulatory takings context.\textsuperscript{175}

An example is the 1997 case of Newcrest Mining v Commonwealth.\textsuperscript{176} In this case, a new federal law prohibited mining in a national park in the Northern Territory.\textsuperscript{177} Newcrest Mining held a lease to mine in the park, and was prevented from doing so.\textsuperscript{178} Naturally, it brought suit, arguing a taking contrary to just terms.\textsuperscript{179} The Commonwealth argued:
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[B]y making the proclamations it did not acquire any property in any of the leases . . . the prohibition produced no benefit of a proprietary nature for the Commonwealth or the Director. The proclamations may have prevented Newcrest from mining the land but neither the Commonwealth nor the Director received any corresponding advantage.\textsuperscript{180}

Therefore, once again the government argued since no gain had occurred, no taking should be found.\textsuperscript{181} This is very similar to the dam owner’s argument in \textit{Pumpelly v. Green Bay Co.}, or the argument of the Air Force in \textit{United States v. Causby}.\textsuperscript{182} The Justices in the opinion debated this point; some in favor, others against. Justice McHugh argued:

\begin{quote}
\[\text{[E]ven if there was effectively a diminution or extinguishment of all or part of Newcrest’s interests, there was no gain by the Commonwealth . . . Both as a matter of substance and of form, the Commonwealth obtained nothing which it did not already have. In colloquial terms, Newcrest lost but the Commonwealth did not gain.}\textsuperscript{183}\]
\end{quote}

On the other hand, Justice Brennan argued that the Commonwealth had indeed gained something: “What was acquired was the benefit of the extinguishment of Newcrest’s rights to carry on operations for the recovery of minerals.”\textsuperscript{184} Clearly, Justice Brennan had changed his thinking since the Commonwealth received a very similar type of social benefit type of gain in the “Tasmania Dam” case, but he had claimed in that case the Commonwealth had gained nothing.\textsuperscript{185} Ultimately, a slim majority of the justices found in favor of a “gain” rather than a “loss,” and a taking was found.\textsuperscript{186}

Subsequent Australian High Court cases continued to focus on the “something gained” criteria, frequently in the context of a law that limits or changes the right of a claimant to bring suit, as in \textit{Georgiadis}.\textsuperscript{187} Indeed, in the 1997 case of \textit{Commonwealth v Mewitt},\textsuperscript{188} the specific issue was once again whether loss of a right to sue constituted a taking, and whether the \textit{Georgiadis} decision should be overruled. A majority of the Court (including the dissenters from \textit{Georgiadis}) said that \textit{Georgiadis} should not be overruled, and that a taking had occurred when the government limited the right to sue.\textsuperscript{189} Justice Dawson acknowledged that finding
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the existence of a gain sufficient for a taking was largely a matter of opinion, on which the justices differed. He stated:

The difference between the majority and the minority [in Georgiadis] went not so much to principle as to its application in the particular circumstances, the majority preferring a broader approach than the minority in determining what amounts to an acquisition of property within the meaning of s. 51(xxxi).191

The loss/gain issue surfaced again in Commonwealth v WMC Resources.192 At issue was a law which effectively terminated a seabed mining right held by a private company, in an area of the sea disputed between Australia and Indonesia.193 This time, a majority of the Justices determined that no taking had occurred, even though the mining company had clearly lost something.194 Each Justice addressed the question of whether any "gain" had occurred that would give rise to a taking.195 Two found a gain; four did not.196 The fact there could be such a divergence over whether a "gain" had occurred among such learned judges speaks volumes by itself.197 In an interesting comparison between the rights-orientation of America’s Fifth Amendment, contrasted with the Australian High Court’s focus on gain rather than loss, Justice McHugh stated, “If s 51(xxxi) of the Australian Constitution was a guarantee of property rights in the way that the Fifth Amendment to the United States Constitution is a guarantee of property rights, the result of this case might well be different.”198

In the 2000 case of Smith v ANL Ltd, the Court once again refused to overrule Georgiadis, and instead extended its reach.199 Once more, a new law restricted a right to bring a claim against the government.200 In Smith, however, the claimant did not lose the right as in Georgiadis,201 but was subjected to a six month time limit in which to bring his claim.202 The Court ruled this too was a taking.203 The reason was summed up succinctly by Justice Gleeson, “[T]he appellant’s pre-existing common law right was modified; and a corresponding benefit was
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The benefit, of course, was government becoming free from claims once the six month time limit had passed. However, Justice Gleeson acknowledged that the government could try to dodge the "something gained" question by craftily writing its laws in a way that created an appearance of no gain. The language he used unquestionably supported the private rights/loss orientation of the takings clause, as he noted "a guarantee protecting rights of private property could be rendered worthless by the adoption of a drafting technique that would produce, for the citizen affected, a result having no practical difference from the result of extinguishment."

Two of the Justices in Smith choose to elaborate the problems and logical inconsistencies with the fixation on "something gained" as the touchstone for regulatory takings cases. Justice Kirby noted that it is possible to find "something gained" in almost any taking: "[n]ot infrequently, property rights are acquired under federal law for the precise purpose of extinguishing them, that being the very object of the acquisition." This reference appears to be, once more, in respect to a social welfare gain for the entire community. Additionally, Justice Kirby acknowledged the extreme difficulty in finding a proper dividing line in cases of this type, noting that "[f]inding a touchstone to distinguish legislation which falls within, and that which falls outside, the requirements of s 51(xxxi) is not easy. No verbal formula provides a universal criterion."

Justice Callinan noted that attempts to limit the "gain" sufficient for a taking to traditional, physical types of "property rights" was too simplistic. He stated:

> [W]hat has been acquired may often be without any analogue in the law of property and incapable of characterization according to any established principles of property law. The powers of the State to take and effect property are far reaching and the means by which this may be done are almost innumerable.

He then struck at the heart of the perceived difference between "something lost" and "something gained," in these words:

> There are also statements in some of the cases which place significance on a shade of perceived difference in meaning between the word “taken” in the Fifth Amendment to the United States Constitution and “acquisition” in s 51(xxxi) of the Australian Constitution . . . In my opinion there is little or no
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significance to be attached to any apparent shade of difference in meaning between the two words, “take” and “acquire.”

Justice Callinan then bluntly pointed out the logical inconsistency of the gain-oriented, “proprietary rights” nature of the Australian takings test. He noted that acquisition cases always came to the courts on the claim that someone’s proprietary right was at issue (i.e., something was lost). Yet, the Court always flipped and reached its conclusion about the acquisition on whether there had been “something gained” by an entirely different party. For Justice Callinan, the whole approach of the Australian High Court was schizophrenic. He drove the point home with one more punch—if the High Court truly only found takings where something had been gained, why did it then value the taking (for purposes of compensation) based on what the property owner had lost? Wouldn’t the value gained be more accurate, if gain was really the best determining factor of the existence of the taking?

Justice Callinan agreed with Justice Kirby that it was possible to find “something gained” if the court looked hard enough. He noted that, in every recent taking case, “it is not difficult to see how the Commonwealth, or somebody else did derive some form of benefit . . .” Thus, every taking case just boiled down to personal opinions of the Justices, since “[a] distinction may be very much in the eyes of the beholder.” For Justice Callinan, the “Tasmanian Dam” case was a prime example since there had been an obvious gain in the form of attainment of the Commonwealth’s goal in stopping Tasmania’s proposed dam.

In the 2007 case of Attorney General for the Northern Territory v Chaffey, the Court seemed to retreat somewhat from the vigor of its prior “something gained” cases. A Northern Territory statute effectively reduced a worker’s compensation claim held by Mr. Chaffey. He sued, alleging a violation of the takings clause applicable in the Northern Territory. The Court ruled that no acquisition had occurred. The distinction which allowed this conclusion was that workers compensation was based on a statutory grant, and was therefore not the type of
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property right the “just terms” clause was meant to protect.\textsuperscript{228} In other words, this was a mere statutory adjustment that incidentally affected someone’s entitlement, rather than a taking.\textsuperscript{229} This is a fine distinction which could obviously swallow the rule since in the process of statute-making, an “adjustment” to an “entitlement” could almost always be found. Indeed, just how was the workers compensation claim in \textit{Georgiadis} any different?\textsuperscript{230} Both Justice Kirby and Callinan once again noted their dissatisfaction with the current state of acquisition law, but reluctantly joined in the decision nonetheless.\textsuperscript{231}

The most recent case to significantly discuss the “something gained” aspect of acquisition law was the 2009 case of \textit{ICM Agriculture Party Ltd. v Commonwealth}.\textsuperscript{232} Here, the government eliminated groundwater bore licenses and a new licensing requirement was imposed which allowed the removal of less water.\textsuperscript{233} Those who had lost much of their water sued, asserting a taking.\textsuperscript{234} In keeping with the “something gained” focus, three of the Justices quoted from a prior case, \textit{Mutual Pools & Staff Party Ltd. v Commonwealth},\textsuperscript{235} acknowledging the difficulty of the “something gained” analysis:

\begin{quote}
[T]he fact remains that s 51(xxxi) is directed to “acquisition” as distinct from deprivation. The extinguishment, modification or deprivation of rights in relation to property does not of itself constitute an acquisition of property. For there to be an “acquisition of property,” there must be an obtaining of at least some identifiable benefit or advantage relating to the ownership or use of property. On the other hand, it is possible to envisage circumstances in which an extinguishment, modification or deprivation of the proprietary rights of one person would involve an acquisition of property by another by reason of some identifiable and measurable countervailing benefit or advantage accruing to that other person as a result.\textsuperscript{236}
\end{quote}

In short, someone’s loss frequently meant that someone else had correspondingly gained.\textsuperscript{237} Although the Justices were willing to admit that a loss by one usually corresponded to a gain by another, they were unwilling to find it here.\textsuperscript{238} The bore licenses at issue related to water, “a natural resource, and the
State always had the power to limit the volume of water to be taken from that resource. In short, bore licenses cannot be categorized as a "proprietary right," whose gain would indicate the existence of an acquisition. Justices Hayne, Kiefel, and Bell were essentially in agreement. They noted:

[T]here can be no acquisition of property unless some identifiable and measurable advantage is derived . . . That is, another must acquire "an interest in property, however slight or insubstantial it may be." The only possible recipient of an advantage in this matter is the State. Did it derive some advantage from replacing the bore licenses or reducing water entitlements?

Their answer was a simple but emphatic "no."

In sum, the Australian High Court initially viewed the Australian Commonwealth takings clause as a protection of private rights, in which regulatory takings could be found if a property owner suffered a "loss." Beginning in 1983, the focus shifted. Today, in order to find a federal constitutional taking, there must be an identifiable gain of a proprietary right. If there is not, irrespective of any loss to the property owner, no taking will be found. The High Court has struggled with this approach, as seen through its inconsistent and contradictory opinions. Exceptions to the rule have been found when government merely "adjusts entitlements," or acts in respect to matters in which there are no proprietary rights, such as in the case of water rights.

IV. INTERPRETIVE CONSIDERATIONS

As discussed above, Courts in both countries have struggled over whether a taking is something gained, or something lost. Loss orientation prevails in the United States, and is never seriously questioned. However, in Australia, originally a loss orientation was followed, but in recent years has been replaced with a gain orientation. Hence, the highest courts in each country now interpret takings questions in radically different ways.

There are a number of problems inherent in each approach. When a taking is viewed as something lost, government faces continuous claims for compensation. This results in potentially large expenditures of public funds in cases where there
was little, if any, gain to anyone. The burden falls on society to continually reimburse individuals with little to show from it. On the other hand, if the focus is solely on something gained, individual rights may be abused and private property owners may find themselves footing the bill for public projects.

In reviewing these issues, a few key considerations arise repeatedly and must be considered. These issues are: republicanism versus liberalism; the meaning of the term “property;” and the challenge of quantification. Each issue will be discussed in turn, followed by a conclusion about which approach—gain or loss—is arguably the better one.

A. Republicanism v. Liberalism

At its heart, the question of “something gained/something lost” focuses on a simple theoretical question; which is more important: protecting individuals from invasions by society or protecting society from rampant individualism that may destroy the cohesion of society? This is the very essence of the debate between liberalism and republicanism. Speaking of republicanism at the time of America’s founding, Gordon Wood stated, “[t]he sacrifice of individual interests to the greater of the whole formed the essence of republicanism . . . .”251 Liberalism is the opposite and focuses on individualism as the pre-eminent concern, with societal goals being secondary.252 William Michael Treanor expounded further on the theory of liberalism:

Liberalism begins with the belief that individuals are motivated primarily, if not wholly, by self-interest and with the belief that rights are prepolitical. Government exists to protect those rights and the private pursuit of goals determined by self-interest. Republican thinkers, in contrast, see the end of the state as the promotion of the common good and of virtue. Rights, rather than being prepolitical, are created by the polity and subject to limitation by the polity when necessitated by the common interest. Whereas liberals are comfortable with economic self-interest, republicans have a profoundly ambivalent stance toward private property.253

Liberalism, with its focus on protecting individual rights, is closely tied to the analysis of “something lost.”254 A regulatory taking will only be found when the
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individual loss is great enough.\textsuperscript{255} Republicanism, with its focus on the betterment of society as a whole, is tied to the “something gained” point of view.\textsuperscript{256} Under this view a regulatory taking will be found only when society has gained something, regardless of how much loss any individual may have suffered.

The debate between liberalism and republicanism has continued for decades, and is not likely to end any time soon. It is noteworthy that both schools of thought recognize compensation for takings, albeit under different criteria.\textsuperscript{257} As Treanor has said:

Republican and liberal attitudes towards compensation should not be viewed as polar opposites. Under both schools of thought, compensation was considered the norm. The republican school, however, believed that the ultimate decision of whether to compensate the affected individual was to be resolved by the ordinary political process; the liberal believed that the obligation to compensate existed outside of that process and could not be compromised by it.\textsuperscript{258}

Even though compensation is recognized under both of the theories, it is less likely to be awarded under republicanism than liberalism. There may be times that granting compensation would elevate the individual’s needs above societal needs, which republicanism could never allow. Therefore, the two points of view are fundamentally at odds.

Viewing takings as losses tends to emphasize a “me” orientation—highlighting the needs and rights of the individual over those of society, as protection of the individual and his claimed property rights reigns supreme. Conversely, if the takings or acquisition clauses are not viewed as a protection, but are based on the concept that the government has the power and the right to take for the good of society, then a “something gained” orientation follows. The overall goals of society become more important than those of the individual, although individuals are still to be treated fairly by reasonable compensation for legitimate losses due to a taking. When the focus is on the good of society, the belief is that individuals should not hold society hostage and demand a hefty “ransom” every time they suffer a loss. Under this view, individuals should frequently not be compensated at all, or given only very little compensation since society’s goals are far more important.

While the “loss” orientation of liberalism is the norm in the United States and was initially followed in Australia, it should be noted that courts in both countries have also followed a republicanism standard to an extent, since the highest courts in both countries have indicated that some circumstances fall outside the ambit of
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Even Justice Holmes' original statement in *Pennsylvania Coal*, on which all subsequent regulatory takings are based, is indeed influenced by this view. He stated that, "while property may be regulated to a certain extent, if regulation goes *too far* it will be recognized as a taking." The corollary to this statement is that regulations that do *not* go too far, do not constitute a taking, even though there may be a loss to a property owner. The reason is simple: "[g]overnment hardly could go on if to some extent values incident to property could not be diminished without paying for every such change in the general law." Social welfare gain can justify a taking to a point, but not in every case. It is a balancing act between what society should pay for and what individuals should pay for.

One possible solution to the dilemma would be to focus on the intent of the legislature. Acts of the legislature which are challenged under the Takings Clause may not have been viewed by the legislature at the time of their drafting as having anything to do with takings at all. Therefore, it could be argued that, unless government *knowingly* undertakes its action to purposefully sidestep the Takings Clause, such actions should not be compensable takings because society's needs should be greater than those of the individual. This is because society stands to lose every time a regulatory takings claim is brought in respect to "innocent" legislation, and the property owner wins. The situation is exacerbated when victorious property owners embolden other property owners to follow their example. When this occurs, society loses, individuals gain, and the courts are burdened with many takings cases. From the standpoint of republicanism's focus on what is best for society, regulatory takings should be reviewed only to consider whether the legislature knowingly intended to avoid the Takings Clause when it enacted the law at issue. Any review by the courts greater than this would be a judicial intervention in the legislative decision making process regarding what is *good* for society.

### B. The Meaning of "Property"

At its foundation, the debate between liberalism and republicanism—and between "something lost" and "something gained"—focuses on the meaning of the word "property." As Laura Underkuffler-Freund stated, "[p]roperty describes the tension between [the] individual and [the] collective . . . [and that] tension . . . is a part of the concept of property, itself." The importance of the meaning of
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“property” is significant in the “something gained” analysis, and how that analysis relates to regulatory takings. The whole idea of “something gained” assumes that some “property” was gained. This view has the potential to completely eliminate the existence of regulatory takings, as any gain of actual property negates the concept of compensation for mere harm to property. One Australian scholar noted, “there must be an acquisition, an actual acquiring, not a mere restriction on the use and enjoyment of proprietary rights.”

More fundamentally, this focus likewise eliminates the argument that the “gain” sufficient for a taking can constitute social welfare gain. What must be gained under this understanding is an actual, identifiable property right. It is easy to see the attraction of such a focus. The seemingly simple formula of finding a taking only where an identified property right is gained seems fairly straightforward and easy to apply, and seems to eliminate the problem of “regulatory takings.” No wonder that the Australian High Court has gone down this road.

The problem with this approach is that it assumes an extremely narrow definition of “property.” Indeed, the very way in which it property is defined relates to the existence of regulatory takings, since a broad definition will include interests that go far beyond what is usually considered to be traditional property.

The question of how to define property has been debated since the founding. Drafter of the Fifth Amendment James Madison stated that, “[a man has] property in the free use of his faculties and free choice of the objects on which to employ them.”

Then, speaking specifically of takings, he stated:

That is not a just government, nor is property secure under it, where arbitrary restrictions, exemptions, and monopolies deny to part of its citizens that free use of their faculties, and free choice of their occupations, which not only constitute their property in the general sense of the word; but are the means of acquiring property strictly so called . . . If there be a government then which prides itself in maintaining the inviolability of property; which provides that none shall be taken directly even for public use without indemnification to the owner, and yet directly violates the property which individuals have in their opinions, their religion, their persons, and their faculties; nay more, which indirectly violates their property, in their actual possessions, in the labor that acquires their daily subsistence, and in the hallowed remnant of time which ought to relieve their fatigues and soothe their cares, the inference will have been anticipated, that such a government is not a pattern for the United States.

264. See LANE, supra note 5, at 163.
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For Madison, then, property could even include broad concepts, such as a person's opinions and their faculties. The "indirect" violation he referred to would appear to include regulatory takings.

Theorists have grappled with the definition of "property" for decades, but have not reached a common consensus. The simplest and most basic definition, one that is learned by virtually all first year law students, is that property is a "bundle of rights" in respect to the outward things of the world.

However, Richard Epstein favors the view of 18th century legal jurist William Blackstone, who identified property as, "that sole and despotic dominion which one man claims and exercises over the external things of the world, in total exclusion of the right of any other individual in the universe." Additionally, Blackstone said property is "the free use, enjoyment, and disposal of all his acquisitions, without any control or diminution, save only by the laws of the land."

In contrast, Thomas Grey asserts that the concept of property has become so fractured that no meaningful definition can be found. While on the other hand, Stephen Munzer notes that a number of scholars view property simply "as a set of social relations." Leigh Raymond gives an articulation of this definition, by stating that property is "a social relationship giving an owner power over other individuals that restricts their control or use of an item or resource." For Raymond, such a definition is necessary in today's world because of the modern creation of intangible property rights that do not fit historic property classifications.

There is no question that modern industrialization and technology have altered the way "property" is defined. S. Friedman described how the passage of time has changed how property rights are viewed:

The profound change in the conception of property that has taken place since the heyday of Roman law should be emphasized at the outset. Whilst property was originally regarded as an absolute right of an essentially individualistic character, at the present stage of
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legal development this aspect has been considerably modified. The absolute right is replaced by a right that is only relative and is conditioned more and more by the needs of the community . . . The state is led to intervene in the field of private property to an ever greater extent in consequence of modern technical development. Modern methods of production and distribution based on the collective organization of the means of production have tended to destroy the individualistic framework of the right of property and have obliged governments to resort to new forms of planning and regrouping of economic forces . . . It follows therefore that States assume a right of disposal over private property to an ever increasing extent in spite of legal provisions which are nothing more than a reflection of obsolete economic conceptions. 277

In light of the above, it is not surprising that the Supreme Court has adopted a relatively broad reading of “property.”278 In Ruckelshaus v. Monsanto Co.,279 in addressing whether trade secrets constituted “property,” the Court stated: “[t]his general perception of trade secrets as property is consonant with a notion of ‘property’ that extends beyond land and tangible goods and includes the products of an individual’s ‘labour and invention.’”280

The Australian High Court is also in agreement with a broad interpretation of “property.”281 Australian constitutional scholar Simon Evans has noted that over the years the High Court has interpreted “property” so broadly that it can mean almost anything:

[T]he court has given the widest interpretation to “property.” Property includes “innominate and anomalous interests,” “any interest in property” and “every species of valuable right and Interest.” The result is that the acquisition of a bare right to possession, of “money and the right to receive a payment of money,” and of a chose in action; relief from the Commonwealth’s liability in debt or damages and from a burden on the Commonwealth’s radical title; and “the assumption and indefinite continuance of exclusive possession and control . . . of any subject of property” all fall within s. 51(xxxi).282
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When such broad interpretations of “property” are utilized, the reason is usually to protect individual property rights. Indeed, Evans further noted:

Extinguishment or modification of property rights may constitute an acquisition under s. 51(31), even if no one acquires title to (or an interest in) the property rights that are extinguished or modified, so long as “some identifiable and measurable countervailing benefit or advantage” accrues to some other person (whether or not that person is the Commonwealth). 283

Evans postulates that when the Australian acquisition clause is viewed as a protection, just as with the American Fifth Amendment, then a “something lost” focus must unavoidably follow. 284 Because of this, “the distinction between acquisition [something gained] and deprivation [something lost] has been progressively eroded” in Australia. 285

V. THE CHALLENGE OF QUANTIFICATION

One of the attractions of the “something lost” analysis, and a corresponding problem of the “something gained” view, is that of quantification. Losses to private property owners from takings are rarely difficult to quantify in terms of a dollars and cents compensation. Indeed, if a claimant cannot prove that a government taking caused a financial loss, there is no takings claim. 286 On the other hand, gain is not always that easy to quantify, especially when the gain is to society as a whole. In Penn Central, for example, the loss to the property owner of rentable office space from the building it could not build is readily quantifiable. 287 In contrast, New York City’s preservation of historical places is hard to express in dollars and cents. The same is true in most of the other recent U.S. and Australian takings cases. 288 Even with Australia’s adoption of the “something gained” view, as Justice Callinan noted, the Australian High Court continues to compensate based on what is lost rather than what is gained. 289

Tasmanian Dam highlights the difficulty of quantification as a factor in regulatory takings. 290 Since this case involved a government taking from a government, damages became a real problem. 291 Neither the loss to the State of Tasmania from not being able to build its dam, nor the “gain” of the
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Commonwealth from preventing its building, can be readily quantified. Societal gains are hard to nail down in terms of dollars and cents. In a way, quantification of individual losses is a misguided principal. From a republicanism perspective, quantification of individual harm is contrary to the common good, as it tends to fragment society into parties focused on individual gain, rather than to build cohesion in society as a collective group more interested in what is best for all. From this point of view, people should be willing to sacrifice for the overall good of society, rather than obsess over money and what they are entitled to or what they lost. The ultimate example of this is seen in the views of many of the Plains Indian tribes in America before the coming of the white man. They avoided the takings problem by refusing to recognize individual rights to real property. Since no one owned the land, it simply could not be “taken.”

As many of the cases in both countries indicated, the place of societal gain in the takings analysis is somewhat of a mystery. Following Agins, United States’ courts could find that there was no taking as long as the law in question substantially advanced a legitimate state goal. This approach, very similar to the current approach in Australia, was terminated by the Lingle case. However, nuisances may still be abated under the police power in America without being a taking.

No one can deny that societal gains significantly impact the takings question, whether we want them to or not. Yet, in a way, the entirety of the takings question has to do with societal gain. Indeed, this article emphasizes this very point. The decision of whether to focus on “gain” or “loss” in regulatory takings is essentially a policy decision, based on whether societal or individual rights should prevail. The question should really be answered by the people, through the legislative branch of government. However, this policy decision has simply been assumed by the highest courts in each country.

VI. WHICH APPROACH IS BEST?

While there are many benefits and problems to both the “gain” and “loss” approach, it is the opinion of this author that the “something lost” view is probably more appropriate. When individual property rights are pitted against societal gain, it is safer to err on the side of preservation of individual rights. This is true even when the social losses due to such an individualized approach are taken into
account. The main reason for this is summed up in a statement by George Turner, one of the Australian Founders at the Commonwealth Constitutional Convention in Melbourne in 1899.\textsuperscript{300} In speaking of constitutional grants of power he said, “where there is a power, the body having that power would probably extend it to its utmost limit. If they go a little further than we intended or a little beyond the strict reading of the Act, how are we to stop them?”\textsuperscript{301}

The “something gained” view of takings embraces social gains at the expense of personal rights. If such a principle were extended “to its utmost limit” as Turner stated, the results to individual rights could be devastating.\textsuperscript{302} Adopting such an approach is simply too risky. One of the most important duties of government is to preserve individual rights, for without them society loses. Society is not a “thing,” but a composite of individuals. A loss to one individual is not necessarily justified by a benefit to all. A society which treasures group goals above individual goals risks losing the very basis of its existence, for individual rights are the very foundation from which a society and its goals are derived.

An analogy can be made to the adversarial nature of legal proceedings in both the United States and Australia. A more inefficient and costly system could hardly be devised. Contending parties must waste thousands of dollars and hours in asserting their claims through arrogant attorneys who portray the opposing party as being totally bereft of mental capacity. Meanwhile, each attorney portrays his own client as a saint, the epitome of goodness. It is left to the judge or jury to decide who is right. As bothersome, costly, and annoying this process is, it is still better than the alternative (resorting to a back alley with bared fists) in preserving the rights and claims of individuals.

\textbf{VII. CONCLUSION}

The United States has for years followed a “loss” orientation towards regulatory takings cases, in which takings analysis has focused almost exclusively on what the property owner lost. In recent years, Australia has adopted a “something gained” orientation in regulatory takings cases, finding takings only when an identifiable gain to the government or some party has occurred. Both approaches have strengths and weaknesses. The “something lost” approach accords roughly with the liberalism theory of government, which champions individual rights over societal goals. The “something gained” approach accords with the republicanism theory of government, which prefers societal gains to individual ones. Because of the risk of government overreaching and loss of protection to individual property rights, the “something lost” approach is almost certainly the preferable one.
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